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ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
METHODS, APPARATUS AND PROGRAMS

temperature variation such that it appears to the classi?ca
tion algorithm to have been collected at or near a reference

temperature at Which the classi?cation algorithm is
optimiZed, preferably near room temperature.

TECHNICAL FIELD
The invention relates to ultrasound (US) transducer tem

THE INVENTION

perature compensation methods, apparatus and programs,

SUMMARY, OBJECTS AND ADVANTAGES

and more particularly to US transducers used in automotive

occupancy sensing (AOS) systems for sensing the nature or
type of occupant and the location of the occupant With
respect to the vehicle interior. The system disclosed is useful
for other types of signal processing in addition to tempera
ture compensation of AOS ultrasound signals, and may be

10

compensates or normaliZes the ultrasound signal With
respect to temperature so as to keep amplitude variations due
to temperature effects small; and a system Which compen
sates for AOS unit-to-unit variations due to manufacturing

used in other ranging devices such as cameras, golf or

binocular range ?nders, and measuring devices and instru

This invention includes the folloWing features, functions,
objects and advantages in an improved system for AOS
ultrasound signal occupancy classi?cation: A system Which

15

ments.

BACKGROUND ART

tolerances. Other objects and advantages Will be evident
from the description, draWings and claims.
The US echo signal amplitude compensation system of
the invention comprises a hardWare/softWare combination
Which includes a capacitive divider, a multiplexer, an

Studies have revealed that there is a class of automotive

accidents causing injuries associated With airbag deploy
ment and With the nature and position of the vehicle

analog-to-digital converter and microprocessor(s) Which

occupant, particularly With respect to airbags deployed adja

include ?rmWare and softWare to sequence multiplexer

cent to seats occupied by children or infants in car seats.
Automotive occupancy sensor (AOS) systems used in con

sWitching and to apply compensation algorithms to the US
signal. The conventional transducer driver circuitry provides

junction With airbag deployment systems (ADS) have been
developed to regulate the deployment of the airbag, i.e., to
determine if deployment is to be aborted, deferred, modi?ed

25

or otherWise controlled in response to the occupancy state of

the adjacent vehicle interior. For background on AOS sys
tems see Corrado, et al., US. Pat. No. 5,482,314 issued Jan.
9, 1996, and US. Pat. No. 5,890,085 Which issued Mar. 30,

output signal is typically a continuous output both during the
pulse transmit phase (transducer operating as a US

transmitter) and the echo return receiving phase (transducer

1999, Which patents are hereby incorporated by reference.

operating as a US sensor or detector).

AOS utiliZe various types of sensors Which produce

signals Which provide information relating to occupancy
state. Typically electrostatic ultrasound transducers are
included in AOS systems as active sensors Whereby echoes

the capacity to transmit US pulses or “pings” and to detect
and receive US echo returns produced When the “ping” is
re?ected by objects back to the transducer. The transducer
circuitry also produces a transducer output signal Which is a
function of the voltage across the transducer. The transducer

35

of ultrasonic signals transmitted by the transducer are
detected by the transducer When re?ected back from the
vehicle interior and occupants.
The electrostatic transducer response is highly tempera
ture sensitive, and vehicle interiors have a large potential

To avoid confusion, the terms “transducer signal” and
“transducer output signal” Will generally be used herein to
refer to the electrical output signal of conventional US
electrostatic transducer circuitry. The acoustic US trans
ducer output Will generally be referred to as a US pulse or

ping, and the acoustic echo produced by ping re?ection Will
generally be referred to as an echo return.

Where electrical connections and “lines” are described,
these refer to conventional means for transmitting and

temperature range during operation, particularly When driv

coupling electrical signals. HoWever, except Where the con
ing has just started after some period of non-use in hot or
text indicates otherWise, signal information in the described
cold Weather, and environmental controls such as heaters or
air conditioners have not yet moderated extremes of heat or 45 embodiments of AOS systems may alternatively be trans
mitted by other conventional means, such as ?ber-optic
transmission, Wireless data transmission, and the like.
Acapacitive divider, Which also may be termed a “voltage
monitor”, is included in the electrostatic transducer received

cold of the vehicle interior. The amplitude of the received

ultrasound signal (echo signal) using an electrostatic ultra
sound sensor may change by more than 200% over a

temperature
This change range
has degrading
of —40° C.impacts
(—40° ontoa +80°
typical
C.AOS
(+176°
occu
pancy classi?cation algorithm.

signal processing circuitry to permit the measurements of
changes in the capacitance of the electrostatic transducer
circuitry due to temperature changes. The voltage monitor
signal is a scaled representation of the transducer output
signal, in Which the scaling effect may be pre-determined by

One solution Which has been proposed is to develop a

classi?cation algorithm that is robust against changes in
signal amplitude. This approach has been tried With limited
success, because in an ultrasound signal for occupant
classi?cation, a large amount of the distinguishing informa
tion is amplitude related, i.e., a lot of information needed for
occupancy classi?cation is present in the amplitude of the

55

may thus be selected so that the peak amplitude during US
transmitted pulse is Within the usable range of the AOS
electronics. Thus, the capacitive divider subcircuit is an
example of a voltage scaling subcircuit producing a scaled

ultrasonic echo. Amplitude changes due to temperature

output representative of the transducer signal.
The magnitude of the voltage monitor output signal

rather than due to changes in the state of the occupants or

objects being imaged could result in false classi?cations. It
is thus important to keep amplitude variations due to envi
ronmental effects small, so that any amplitude variations
seen in the echo signal are, reliably, only due to changes in
the state of objects or occupants present in the vehicle.
What is needed is a mechanism and method that com

pensates or normaliZes the ultrasound signal With respect to

capacitor selection. The voltage monitor signal amplitude

permits the AOS microprocessor and softWare to utiliZe
real-time transducer sensitivity data to normaliZe the
received signal and optimiZe the occupancy classi?cation
65

algorithm performance.
The multiplexer alternately selects, as time sequenced
inputs, the voltage monitor signal and the transducer signal,

US 6,314,380 B1
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4

and the multiplexer output thus contains both voltage moni
tor data and echo data, Which is digitized by an analog-to
digital converter. Software running on the microprocessor(s)
of the AOS controls the sequence of multiplexer sWitching,
extracts the digitiZed voltage monitor and US transducer

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE BEST
MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

principles of the invention. This description Will clearly

data, applies the compensation algorithm, and scales the

enable one skilled in the art to make and use the invention,

The folloWing detailed description illustrates the inven
tion by Way of example, not by Way of limitation of the

continuing US echo data to remove amplitude variation due

and describes several embodiments, adaptations, variations,

to temperature. The amplitude-compensated echo signal is
then used by the AOS characteriZation algorithm softWare to
perform occupancy classi?cation.
A calibration procedure is aged to gather (data on the
temperature dependence of the sensitivity of the particular

alternatives and uses of the invention, including What is
presently believed to be the best mode of carrying out the
invention.
In this regard, the invention is illustrated in the several

transducer model selected by the AOS manufacturer. Com
pensation or scaling parameters are computed from this data
and used to adapt the compensation algorithm to the par
ticular transducer characteristics. The AOS unit micropro

10

15

schematic, or omit, parts that are not essential in that
draWing to a description of a particular feature, aspect or

cessor is then programmed to apply the compensation algo

principle of the invention being disclosed. Thus, the best

rithm based on these calibrated scaling parameters to scale
US echo signals in operational AOS use, in response to the

voltage monitor output data contained in the multiplexed

mode embodiment of one feature may be shoWn in one
20

AOS input signal.

draWing, and the best mode of another feature Will be called
out in another draWing.

All publications and patent applications cited in this

In the principal embodiment, the voltage monitor mea
surement for the transmitted US signal from the transducer

is used by the compensation algorithm to scale the received
echo US signal that folloWs the transmitted US signal. The

?gures, and is of suf?cient complexity that the many parts,
interrelationships, and sub-combinations thereof simply
cannot be fully illustrated in a single patent-type draWing.
For clarity and conciseness, several of the draWings shoW in

speci?cation are herein incorporated by reference as if each
individual publication or patent application Were speci?cally
25

preferred transducers for AOS units are of a type Which have

substantially similar temperature dependency for both trans
mitted US sensitivity and received US sensitivity.

Preferably, the calibration procedure also includes gathering
data on unit-to-unit sensitivity variation due to transducer

manufacturing tolerances, circuit board variation and instal
lation effects. The compensation algorithm may optionally
include parameters to scale or bias the echo signal to adjust

and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.
The received US signal amplitude of the electrostatic
ultrasound transducer is directly related to the sensitivity of
the device; the more sensitive the device, the larger the
signal amplitude. HoWever, the sensitivity of the electro
static ultrasound transducer is inversely proportional to its
capacitance, and can be modelled by the folloWing equation:

for these non-temperature dependent sources of variation.
35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Where Vr is the receive voltage sensitivity, CO is the
capacitance of the transducer, C is the (constant) AC
capacitance of the transducer, Vb is the bias voltage of

The invention is described in more detail in the accom

panying draWings, in Which:
FIG. 1 is a plot shoWing an example of change of

40

temperature;
FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of preferred
temperature compensation apparatus of the invention

including the voltage monitor, multiplexer an compensation

45

means as incorporated into an conventional AOS system;

FIGS. 3A through 3D are ?oWcharts shoWing the pre
ferred calibration and compensation methods of the

invention, FIG. 3A shoWing the temperature calibration;
FIG. 3B shoWing the “desired echo amplitude” selection,

measuring changes in capacitance due to temperature, the
50

shoWing the run-time US echo signal compensation method;

transducer sensitivity due to temperature variation.
A corollary is that once the capacitance vs. temperature
curve for a given US transducer is knoWn, changes in
capacitance can be used to measure temperature.

FIGS. 4A and 4B are exemplary plots shoWing uncom

FIG. 1 is a plot shoWing typical examples of the change
55

of capacitance C0 of an electrostatic transducer as a function

of temperature. The data points are uncompensated values of
capacitance of tWo exemplary transducers Polaroid 7000

cycled from —20° C. to 60° C.;
FIGS. 4C and 4D are plots Which shoW a comparison

betWeen uncompensated and compensated echo amplitudes
using( the system of the invention, for temperature depen
dent parameters only (FIG. 4C) and for both transducer

Since CO capacitance increases With increasing
temperature, the sensitivity V, decreases, changing, the
amplitude of the received echo signal (reducing it). On the
other hand, When the temperature decreases, CO decreases,
and the sensitivity V, increases, again changing the ampli
tude of the received US signal (increasing it). Thus, by
voltage monitor enables one to measure the changes in

FIG. 3C shoWing the hardWare calibration, and FIG. 3D

pensated the echo signal amplitude and the voltage monitor
amplitude respectively through a range of temperatures

the transducer, and k is a constant related to the US

receiver circuit board parameters.

capacitance of an electrostatic transducer as a function of

60

speci?c and temperature dependent parameters (FIG. 4D);
FIGS. 5A and 5B are plots Which shoW an exemplary

series transducers, model 135 and a Poloroid 356. The
Poloroid 135 data points are plotted as circles , “o”, and the
Polaroid 356 data points as crosses “+”. The data are
measured at a series of temperatures ranging from about 00
C. to +125° C. Both transducers have a similar response,

shoWing the “envelope” determination of the voltage moni

shoWing a range of capacitance from about 325 pF at 0° C.
to about 600 pF at 125° C. The data shoW a generally linear
variation of capacitance over that temperature range up to at
least 1000 C. With a rate of change of about 2 pF per °C. as

tor level.

indicated by the dashed line.

multiplexed and digitiZed US input signal USIN of the
apparatus of the invention, FIG. 5B being a detail plot

65
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FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed schematic circuit diagram and
?owchart of the US echo compensation system 1 of the
invention in conjunction With a conventional automotive
occupancy system (AOS) processor 20, eg of the same

magnitude range of 50 to 150 volts and typical AOS digital
electronics Will operate in the range of 5 volts or less. See
discussion of FIG. 5 beloW for a comparison of the relative
amplitude of VMON and the US echo return signal USIN.

For example, if the maximum transducer bias voltage Vb

general type shoWn in US. Pat. No. 5,482,314 (except for

is about 150 volts, and if it is desired that the maximum

the voltage monitor, multiplexer and compensation circuitry

signal output of VMON be suited to an ADC Which has a

of the present invention), and a conventional airbag deploy
ment system ADS 50.
A conventional electrostatic ultrasound transducer T is

driven via conventional DC biasing circuitry Which typically

10

and preferably includes coupling capacitors Cc1 and Cc2
Which isolate the biasing circuitry and transducer T from the
US pulse or “ping” input at the left of FIG. 2 and the
transducer output USOUT, 2a, to the right of the transducer
T in FIG. 2, respectively, so that only the AC voltage through
the transducer circuit is transmitted to AOS 20. The biasing
voltage Vb is applied across transducer T by a voltage
divider including a voltage source VO of about 2Vb, and

resistors R1 and R2 (preferably each of about 1 megaohm).
R1 is included in the circuit betWeen V0 and T, and R2 is

described beloW.
20

30

from about 1 pF to about 200 pF and the capacitance of C2
being preferably from about 100 pF to about 0.03 pF. Typical
values of the capacitances arc about 150 pF for C1 and about

0.022 pF for C2.
The conventional multiplexer is controlled by conven
tional softWare or ?rmWare sWitching algorithms running on
microprocessors contained in other portions of the AOS
circuitry. The multiplexer sWitches or selects USVMON and
USOUT according to a schedule, described beloW, to pro

duce a multiplex analog signal USIN comprising either

The voltage monitor circuit VM is a branched parallel

USOUT or USVMON signal components. USIN is trans
mitted to an analog-to-digital converter ADC by line 6.

circuit comprising capacitors C1 and C2 connected in series
35

40

USOUT, 26, and VMON, 4.

The capacitance of C1 and C2 Will typically and prefer
ably be selected as described above so that USVMON

during the US transmit pulse Will not substantially exceed
the maximum digitiZing level of the ADC. This maximum
digitiZing level, or other limiting factor of the AOS
electronics, may be referred to as the maximum usable input

signal amplitude.
The preferred sequence of selecting the multiplexer signal

A conventional ampli?er G is shoWn in line 2b Which is

by the controlling softWare is as folloWs:
1. The multiplexer is sWitched to select USVMON input

preferably included to provide a pre-determined gain Which
increases the amplitude of USOUT to a value suitable for the

a typical ampli?ed USOUT amplitude of about 1.4 to 2.0
volts. A conventional high-pass ?lter is also preferably
included in G to effectively attenuate acoustic noise beloW

In the principal embodiment, the ratio of C1/C2, is pref
erably from about 1/50 to about 1/300, and most preferably

about 1/100, With the capacitance of C1 being preferably

signal compensator means 10. The electrostatic transducer T

resolution and operating limits of the ADC and digital signal
processing of the AOS. Atypical maximum amplitude of the
unampli?ed USOUT is about 2 mV, and the gain at G is
typically in the range of from about 700 to 1000, producing

signal processing circuitry employed. In general, the maxi
mum value of VMON is selected to be Within the operating

range of the AOS digital electronics but large enough to have
acceptably high resolution of temperature compensation as

via the analog-to-digital converter ADC to the a US echo 25

betWeen the transducer output USOUT and ground Gd. VM
branch 3a connects in parallel off USOUT 2a, 2b to C1, line
3b, 3c connects from C1 to C2, and line 3d connects from C2
to ground Gd. The voltage monitor output signal VMON is
the voltage across C2 from ground Gd, and the connects
from the junction of lines 3b and 3c betWeen C1 and C2 by
line 4 to the multiplexer MUX. Thus, MUX has tWo inputs,

about 1/60. Thus, in accordance With the principles of the
invention, the most suitable values of C1 and C2 are hard
Ware dependent and the selection of suitable capacitance
values are based on the characteristics of the transducer and

15

included betWeen T and ground Gd.
The compensation system 1 includes a capacitive divider
or voltage monitor circuit VM, connected to electrostatic
transducer T, a 2 to 1 analog multiplexer, MUX, connecting

is connected betWeen ground Gd and bias Voltage Vb, and
has a capacitance CO. The voltage signal from the transducer
USOUT is the normal US transducer echo signal (the
voltage across CO) Which is transmitted via lines 2a and 2b
to multiplexer MUX.

maximum undistorted signal digitiZing range of —2.5 to +2.5
volts, then a division of about 1/60 is required to limit the
VMON to 2.5 volts, corresponding to a ratio of Cl/C2 of

45

signal and the ADC begins digitiZing the multiplexer

output analog signal;
2. While USVMON is selected, the ultrasound transducer
is excited or driven to transmit a US ping of short

50

duration, preferably about 0.5 milli-seconds (0.5 ms),
(ADC continues digitiZing the multiplexer output

signal);

about 20 kHZ While effectively passing signals above about

3. FolloWing excitation, the multiplexer is sWitched to

40 k2 (for a conventional US transducer operating at about

select USOUT input signal (ADC continues digitiZing
the multiplexer output signal), and

50 kHZ).
The capacitance of C2 is preferably much larger than the
capacitance of C1, in order to produce an output signal
VMON Within a range suitable for the signal processing
electronics. The capacitances of C1 and C2 are selected
based on the expected range of transducer bias voltages of
a particular AOS design and the desired range of signal
output voltage, ie the desired operating range of VMON for

55

monitor data has been collected for AOS and compen

sation algorithms.
At this point the acquired digitiZed data record contains
60

signal processing in a particular AOS design. In general, the
value of C1 is preferably approximately equal or at least of
the same order of magnitude as the capacitance of the
transducer CO, and the ratio of C1/C2, may be selected to
produce a suitable maximum value of VMON. In a typical

AOS, the transducer bias voltage Vb Will generally be in the

4. ADC digitiZing is stopped, once enough US and voltage

data from the voltage monitor, as Well as the ultrasound
echo, in time sequence. Voltage monitor information can
noW be extracted from this data by the microprocessor
through a straight-forWard, conventional softWare

algorithm, and used for determining the compensation algo
rithm and scaling parameters or coef?cients. Once this step
65

is completed, compensation (scaling) is performed on each
echo before further processing (such as US feature extrac

tion for classi?cation) is performed.

US 6,314,380 B1
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Following the digitization of the multiplex signal USIN,

scaling relationship betWeen the voltage monitor informa

the signal is transmitted to a US signal compensator means

tion and the received ultrasonic echo. The preferred com

10. This is preferably integrally incorporated Within the

pensation method and algorithm of the invention includes

otherWise typical AOS 20 to share as much common poWer

both “off-line” calibration parameters Which may deter

supply, circuit board platform and processor capability as is

mined in a laboratory setting and , “on-line” calibration
parameters Which may be conveniently determined in a
production setting at the time of AOS unit manufacture and
assembly. These calibration parameters are used in the

feasible, but may be manufactured as a separate unit.

Likewise, the multiplexer MUX and its associated sWitch
ing or sequencing algorithm and controls is preferably
integrated With the AOS electronics or may be a separate
unit. As disclosed herein, the compensator means 10 is
programmed With calibration coef?cient or parameter data

preferred compensation algorithm to compute scaling fac
tors at “run-time” in the operating AOS unit as installed in

15, preferably determined by calibration procedures speci?c
to the transducer and the circuit board response, their
behavior With respect to temperature, and the vehicle instal
lation. As disclosed in more detail beloW, the compensation

algorithm of the compensator 10 separates the multiplexed
signal components, and combines the calibration coef?cient
With the voltage monitor component of the digitiZed multi
plexed USIN to determine the compensating scaling factor.
The compensator 10 then scales the amplitude of the US
echo component of the multiplex signal to produce an

15

a vehicle. The algorithm, calibration parameters and scaling
factors are described in the Eqs. 2 and Eq. 3 beloW. The
calibration process is also depicted in ?oWcharts in FIGS.
3A—D. Exemplary softWare routines Which may be used to
automate the calibration process arc included in AppendixA
attached hereto.
The scaling parameters arc determined by ?rst character

iZing the relationship betWeen the echo amplitude and the
voltage monitor. The general scaling equations are:

amplitude-compensated US output signal TCOMP
(compensated so that amplitude is independent of
temperature) Which is transmitted to the US feature extrac
tion elements 30 of the AOS 20.
Typical AOS circuitry 20 includes at least one of each of
Where a, b, c and Bscale are the parameters determined

a driver for one or more transducers T to transmit US

during calibration (described beloW), Vm is the mag

“pings” including DC biasing circuitry, a receiver of the US
echoes and outputting a USOUT signal, extractor 30 to
extract US echo features, classi?er 40 to classify the occu
pancy state based on echo features (additional sensor inputs
such IR may also be used), and transmit a control signal to

nitude of the voltage monitor signal component of the

digitiZed multiplexed signal USIN, S1 and S2 are inter
3O

speci?c and temperature-dependent effects
respectively, and Sglobal is the overall scaling factor.

an ADS 50 based on occupancy state. The temperature

These equations are evaluated “real-time” by the com

compensation apparatus 1 of the invention is incorporated
functionally betWeen the conventional electrostatic trans
ducer T and the typical AOS 20. Instead of the echo signal

mediate scalars representing corrections for hardWare

35

USOUT being directly received by the ADC and then routed
to the echo feature extractor 30 of AOS 20, (i.e., in a
conventional AOS Where line 2a connects directly to line 6,
and line 8 connects directly to line 11), the signal is

pensation processor (10 in FIG. 2) and the value of
Sglobal is applied by the processor to the amplitude of
the US echo signal component of USIN to produced the
compensated US signal TCOMIP (at 11 in FIG. 2).
FIG. 3A shoWs schematically the preferred off-line tem
perature calibration process 300. The parameters a and b

processed as described above so that the extractor 30 “sees”

characteriZe the relationship betWeen the temperature

a compensated input TCOMP transmitted via line 11 Which

behavior of the transducer and the circuit board, and are
typically substantially the same for all circuit board units of
the same architecture, as long as the hardWare, both circuit

is substantially free of temperature dependent effects.
The US transducer T, the voltage monitor subcircuit VM
and the AOS circuitry 20 are preferably mounted as close to
one another as is feasible, so as to minimiZe internal 45

temperature gradients Within the system. Alternatively, if it

board and transducer components remain unchanged Within
reasonable component tolerances. Thus the relatively time
consuming thermal cycling calibration procedure used to
determine a and b need only be performed once as a

is desired to separate the transducer and voltage monitor
from the AOS circuitry, an optional temperature probe may
be mounted Within the AOS board and/or the transducer
mounting, so as to permit a separate and additional scaling

laboratory calibration “off-line” for a small set of sample
units of the speci?c architecture of the circuit board and

factor and calibration to account for temperature range

Accordingly, N sample units having the temperature com

Within the hardWare system.
Note that this compensation for transducer/circuit tem
perature dependent characteristics is not to be confused With
conventional range compensation ordinarily performed as

pensation system of the invention are built, 301. The VMON

transducer combination (herein “temperature calibration”).
output and USIN is measured over a range of temperature,
say from —20° C. to +60° C. on each of the N sample units
55

an aspect of the US feature extraction. This range compen

302 (see, for example, FIGS. 4A and 4B). Parameters a and
b may be computed, 303, from the echo amplitude/voltage

sation is a distinctly different correction, Which is also
preferably employed. The echo range calculations are based

monitor output relationships over a range of calibration

on the relationship of the echo return time interval to the

conventional analysis methods, such as “gradient-search” or
“steepest descent” methods). For example, the values of a
and b may be computed by the folloWing steps as shoWn in
FIG. 3A:
304: Set Bscale=1 in Eqs. 2a and 2c (i.e., assume the
transducer is an ideal and representative transducer).

temperatures, by “Monte Carlo” analysis or by alternative

range of the object(s) re?ecting that echo, Which is propor
tional to the speed of sound in the air betWeen the transducer

and the re?ecting object. Since the speed of sound varies
With the temperature of the air through Which the US beam
propagates, the range calculations must take into account the
effect of local air temperature on sound velocity.

A temperature compensation algorithm included in the
preferred method of this invention is based on a parabolic

65

305: Select an estimated or trial value for a and b (note:

Vm is available as part of the temperature calibration

data).
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306: Compute c using Equation 2b, setting S2=1.
307: Compute “real” S2, using Equation 2b, and values of

The calibration procedure for c and Bscale may be

according to the folloWing formula:

a, b, c and Vm above.
c=1—aVm2—bVm

308: Compute Sglobal using Equation 2c.
309: Scale the ultrasound data USIN With S global:

USIN0(desired echo amplitude)

USCOmP=SgIObaI><USIN

Bscale :

310: Repeat steps 305—309 for all temperatures in the data
collected during the off-line temperature calibration

procedure.
311: Determine hoW close the result in step 7 comes to a

1O

straight line (i.e., determine hoW good the initially
estimated values for a and b Were in removing the

temperature in?uence in the echo signal USIN).
312: If the compensation is “good” (i.e., standard devia
tion <=10%, for example), keep the initially estimated

Eq. 3a
Eq. 3b

USIN (actual measured echo amplitude)

Where Vm, a, b, c and Bscale have the same meaning as
in Eqs. 2 a—c above. For purposes of the hardWare
calibration procedure, the values of a and b have been

previously determined during the temperature calibra
tion. The value of Vm is that Which is measured by the

voltage monitor for the speci?c transducer/circuit hard
15

Ware being calibrated. The value of c is established so

Note that the estimated values in the example steps 305

that the polynomial summation S2(Vm) of Eq. 2a above
is equated to 1 at the system temperature prevailing
during hardWare calibration, as shoWn by Eq. 3a. Since

and 312 above are preferably based on values Which are
knoWn to one of ordinary skill in the art to be reasonable and

not intended to remove temperature effects, the value of

physically alloWable values. A plurality of estimated values
spanning the range of reasonable values may be computed to

S2 is set to 1 during the hardWare calibration. The
corresponding value of Bscale is then established to
compensate for the difference in actual measured echo

values of a and b, otherWise, repeat steps 305—311
using neW estimated values of a and b.

the hardWare calibration in the preferred embodiment is

alloW progressively better estimates to be selected at each
iteration as in step 312, permitting rapid convergence to an

acceptable value for each parameter Without undue experi

amplitude USIN (under calibration conditions) and a
25

desired or “standard” echo amplitude USINO as shoWn

in Eq. 3b. The actual echo amplitude may be deter

mentation. Exhibit B is an example of a computer program
that may be used to automate the calibration process out
lined above.
The “standard” a and b values 313 may be established as

mined by measurement (using the speci?c AOS
transducer/circuit hardWare being calibrated) of the
amplitude of USIN resulting from transmitting from the

the averages of the values computed for the sample units. At
the AOS production or “assembly-line” stage, the values of
a and b so determined need only be stored at 314 into the

FIG. 3D shoWs schematically the preferred runtime (in
operation) compensation process 330, after installation of
the AOS units including the temperature compensation

processor memory of each AOS production unit. Exhibit C

system of the invention in a vehicle, 332. The VMON for

a US pulse and receiving an echo from a test target.

is an example of a computer program that may be used to
each transducer is measured, 334 during operations of the
determine these “standard” values.
35 AOS unit. During actual AOS “realtime” operation 334,
FIG. 3B shoWs schematically the preferred off-line
Eqs. 2a—c are then evaluated as described above based on the

“desired echo amplitude” selection process 315. The

measured Vm values prevailing during AOS operation. Note
that during AOS operation, the value of S2 of Eq. 2b Will, in
general, not be equal to 1, since the operating temperature of
the AOS transducer/circuit hardWare Will, in general, not be

“desired echo amplitude” may be module, vehicle platform,
calibration stand, and transducer dependent, and may be
determined empirically. A number, M, of sample units are
built, 316. The desired or “standard” echo amplitude USINO

identical to the temperature during hardWare calibration.
Sglobal is evaluated at 336 by the compensation processor as
shoWn in Eqs. 2A—C, and then the digitiZed US echo input

may be preselected as the measured average of echo ampli
tude for a M sample units receiving an echo from a test target
at a standard temperature 317. Alternatively, the “desired

echo amplitude” may be pre-selected as some other ampli
tude suitable for AOS feature extraction processing. In
another alternative, a model may be developed that includes
factors such as calibration stand target siZe and position,

signal USIN is scaled on a realtime basis 338 by the
45

processor to produce a compensated US echo signal
TCOMP as folloWs:

TCOMP(t)=Sglobal USINQ)

Eq. 4

module orientation, transducer parameters, grille in?uences,
circuit board transmit and receive in?uences, and the like, so
that the “desired” or “expected” amplitude is determined

This TCOMP signal 340 is transmitted to the AOS unit

analytically. The M sample unit average echo amplitude
USINO is calculated, 318. During AOS manufacture, the

Typical AOS units may include multiple US transducers,
each transmitting and/or receiving US pings and echo return
signals. Where an AOS unit includes multiple transducers,
the hardWare calibration is preferably performed separately
for each transducer, and the compensation algorithm pref

(see 11 in FIG. 2).

values of a, b, c and Bscale as determined above are stored

in the AOS electronic non-volatile memory, 319.

55

FIG. 3C shoWs schematically the preferred on-line hard
Ware calibration process 320. The units are built, 322, the

erably includes compensation for manufacturing tolerances

VMON and USIN are measured at room temperature, 324.
Parameters c and Bscale characteriZe the transducer and

of each transducer by evaluating Eqs. 2 a—c separately for

circuit board speci?c variations due to manufacturing
tolerances, and are preferably included to remove the effect

of these variations from the compensated US echo signal.
These are computed “on-line” at room temperature in the

AOS production stage 326, since this calibration process

(herein “hardWare calibration”) is quite rapid, taking only on
the order of 4 seconds per unit to complete. The C and B
scale parameters are then stored in AOS memory 328.

65

each transducer signal USIN based on separate real-time
voltage monitor measurements for each transducer. For
example, in an AOS including four transducers, a total of
calibration parameters may be used in the compensation
algorithm: a single value each for a and b (the same value of
each is used for each transducer), and four different values
of c and Bscale (a speci?c value of each is used for each
transducer). Thus, for an AOS With i transducers, the equa
tions Eqs. 2 a—c may be generaliZed as folloWs:
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TABLE 4 D
Compensation Of US Echo Signal Using Three Coe?icients

FIGS. 4A and B are plots Which show experimental
results using a module of four US transducers to record both

the echo amplitude (FIG. 4A) and the voltage monitor
amplitude (FIG. 4B) through a range of temperatures cycled
from 20° C. up to 60° C., then doWn to —20° C. and back up
to 20° C. Note that FIGS. 4A and 4B each shoW a pattern of

STDD(%)
STDn(%)
a
10 b
0

Transducer

Transducer

Transducer

Transducer

#1

#2

#3

#4

33.8728
7.8663

31.8479
8.0808

28.3745
7.0089

34.0864
7.6162

2.5486e-7

1.8076e-7

2.865 e-7

1.9951e-7

—4.4115e-3

—2.2107e-3

—4.6946e-3

—3.5357e-3

19.4989

14.5648

19.686

15.9583

four generally parallel spaced curves, demonstrating that the

FIGS. 5A and 5B are plots Which shoW a example of the

variation from transducer-to-transducer of the same model

preferred multiplexed and digitiZed US input signal USIN of

or type is generally constant and not demonstrably tempera
ture dependent. As can be seen in the folloWing Table 4A/B,
there is an excellent correspondence or correlation betWeen
the shape of the curves of echo amplitude in FIG. 4A and the

15

on the horiZontal axis in milli-seconds. For a typical AOS

curves of the voltage monitor amplitude in FIG. 4B through
20

out this temperature range.

the apparatus of the invention (transmitted in line 8 of FIG.
2 from ADC to Compensator 10). In each ?gure, the digital
value of the signal is plotted as the vertical axis, With time

system the time duration of each US update (i.e., the cycle
of “ping” transmission and echo reception) may be about 5
ms. The length of this period is selected to be suf?cient to
alloW the US ping to be transmitted and the corresponding
US return echo to be received from any objects in the target

TABLE 4 A/B

Zone.

Correlation Of Echo Amplitude To Monitor Voltage
25
Transducer

Correlation

#1
#2
#3
#4

0.96636
0.96368
0.97362
0.96868

As shoWn in FIG. 5A, starting from the left of the time

axis, the VMON signal is preferably selected by the multi
plexer (from line 4 in FIG. 2) for the ?rst portion of the cycle
from t=0 to about t=0.585 ms. The voltage monitor output is
30

Optionally, the scaling algorithms may be simpli?ed and,
for example, may be calibrated and performed as a linear
equation based only on parameters b and c, as shoWn in FIG.
4C beloW. FIGS. 4C and 4D each shoW a comparison
betWeen the uncompensated or unscaled echo amplitudes of

2b in FIG. 2) from about t=0.585 ms to about t=5 ms, Which
35

4 units (*=unsealed; upper 4 curves), and the compensated
echo amplitudes of the same 4 units (**=scaled; loWer 4
curves), FIG. 4C shoW the result of a tWo-coef?cient scaling
algorithm (parameters b and c of Eq. 2 only), and FIG. 4D
shoWing the result of a three-coef?cient scaling algorithm

signal may contain a portion of the transmitted US “ping”
and also contains the US return echo. In the example of FIG.
5A, the US “ping” attenuates by about t=1 ms and the US
return echo signal begins at about t=3 ms. Note that the

“ping” is of much larger magnitude than the return echo.
40

(both transducer speci?c and temperature dependent param
eters a, b and c of Eq. 2). Tables 4C and 4D beloW shoW the
computed coef?cients or parameters for each transducer and

the corresponding standard deviations for uncompensated
(STDO) and compensated (STDn) US echo signals. It can be

essentially a scaled representation of the digitiZed transmit
pulse or “ping”. Note the amplitude has been scaled by
selection of voltage monitor capacitance to be of comparable
magnitude to the US echo signal.
The multiplexer then sWitches to the US echo signal (line

45

FIG. 5B is a detailed vieW of the signal shoWn in FIG. 5B,
shoWing the ?rst 2 ms of the period at a larger horiZontal

scale and shoWing the VMON signal more clearly for
0<t<0.585 ms. The VMON signal is the sequence of digital
values measured by the ADC at its sample rate. For a typical
AOS-ADC, the sample frequency may be about 156 kHZ.
This sampling rate represents a period of about 0.0064 ms,

seen that for both FIGS. 4C and 4D, the amplitude variation

and thus the digital signal over 0<t<0.585 ms constitutes

for the scaled echo data is dramatically reduced, being

about 91 samples (0.585 ms*156 kHZ=91.3).

essentially ?at, in comparison to the unsealed echo data over
the temperature range, and that the scaling compensates both
for variation due to temperature and variation betWeen
transducers. Furthermore the 3-coef?cient approach com

50

pensates substantially better for amplitude variations than
the 2-coef?cient approach and represents the best mode of
the compensation of the invention.
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TABLE 4 C
Compensation Of US Echo Signal Using TWo Coe?icients
Transducer
#1

Transducer
#2

Transducer
#3

Transducer
#4

STDD(%)
STDn(%)

33.8728
9.337

31.8479
8.8492

28.3745
9.095

34.0864
8.74

b

—6.1761e—4

—5.2872e—4

—4.5698e—4

—5.2967e—4

c

5.4256

4.6457

4.06

60

4.668

The value of VMON amplitude, Vm, Which is preferably
used to compute the scaling factor is the maximum ampli
tude 60 of the envelope 70 of the digitiZed VMON signal.
The envelope and maximum envelope value are indicated in
FIG. 5B. The envelope of this signal may be computed and
maximum value of the envelope may be extracted by
conventional methods from the digital VMON signal by
temperature compensator 10. Alternative procedures may be
used to determine Vm by extracting a maximum sampled
value or magnitude of the VMON digitiZed signal.
The EXHIBITS A, B C, and D set forth in the Appendix
to the application are examples of computer softWare pro
grams (as pseudocode) procedures Which may be used to
determine calibration parameters and carry out the compen
sation algorithm and method of the invention. These repre
sent only one of many feasible alternative softWare and

65

procedural embodiments of the particular method steps of
the invention, and serve to further illustrate the principles of
the invention. The speci?c calibration criteria and code
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included in these routines are not intended as limits upon the

It should be understood that various modi?cations Within
the scope of this invention can be made by one of ordinary
skill in the art Without departing from the spirit thereof. It is
therefore Wished that this invention be de?ned by the scope
of the appended claims as broadly as the prior art Will

method of the invention, but represent an exemplary indus
trial mode of the invention. Likewise, references to particu
lar vehicle installations are simply examples.
EXHIBIT A is an exemplary softWare program Which
may be used to compute the module or hardWare

permit, and in vieW of the speci?cation if need be, including

dependent calibration parameters c and Bscale (see Eq.

equivalents of the structures and functions.

3 above).
EXHIBIT B is an exemplary softWare program Which

may be used to compute the temperature dependent

10

calibration parameters a and b.
EXHIBIT C is an exemplary softWare program Which

APPENDIX (Exhibits A—D)
EXHIBIT A

may be used to display the temperature dependent
parameters a and b, computed by means of the softWare
program of EXHIBIT B above.

EXHIBIT D is an exemplary pseudocode procedure for
carrying out the calibration compensation method of
the invention, using the softWare programs set forth in

Desired.m
Use this program to compute the module-dependent ultrasound
calibration values

15

Steps:
1.

EXHIBITS A—C above.

Collect at least 5 days Worth of calibration stand data for all
available m

Industrial Applicability

Use pchost —d —burst 1, 5, 1 —log ?lename.dat. Make sure that the

It is evident that the improved AOS amplitude compen
sation mechanism of the invention including the voltage
monitor subcircuit and supporting algorithms of this inven
tion have Wide industrial applicability to AOS systems and
other uses. In particular, this system may be additionally

the module number, and the date at Which the data Was
collected.
Upload the calibration stand data to the Workstation.
Create calibration stand data lists, one list for each module in
sortdata

used for.
1. Self-Diagnosis: If the electrostatic ultrasound sensor
With a capacitance CO is shorted or open-circuited, the

?lename e

2.
3.
25

Name these lists: mod1.lis, mod2.lis, mod3.lis, ..., modN.lis,
Where N is t

4.

voltage monitor value changes drastically enough to
easily detect these conditions. Threshold-based soft
Ware routines in the AOS microprocessor may then
respond in a pre-selected manner as appropriate to the
condition.
2. Clickless Biasing: With conventional modi?cations to
the circuit, the electrostatic ultrasound transducer may

be biased (charged up) and kept charged up during

modules available.
Create a *.mat ?le With the variable MODULE, that identi?es
available mod
Example: MODULE=[1 2 4 5] means that data is not available
for module 3.

5.

Verify that the that the vehicle platform is represented.

6.

Notify R. Seip if not, so that changes can be made.
Run desired.m to compute the ultrasound scaling parameters:
Bscale, a, b, c

NOTE 1: parameters a and b are currently hardcoded and assume

35

GENSD hardware and ultrasound transducers.

=50e3;
fs=156e3;

operation. This has the net effect that the audible click
that is generated during biasing can be minimiZed or

vmsta=(1 1 1 11;
vmsto=[90 9O 9O 90];

even eliminated (except for the initial biasing step).
3. Controlled Leak: With conventional modi?cations to

the circuit, the remaining charge on the electrostatic

disp('Routine to compute ultrasound scaling parameters (Gen5D/4200tx

transducer can be monitored and depleted to a knoWn

level (or completely depleted, i.e. Zero charge stored on
the electrostatic transducer’s capacitance Co). This
results in a knoWn state (initial state) for the next
excitation of the device. This could eliminate the ping
to-ping variation that is currently seen With these

dispc a;

version)');

disp('Calibration stand geometry currently available for:');
45

dispc a;
disp('1 Nissan Q45’);
disp('2. Ford F150 Truck 8');

dispc a;

devices that partially results from starting the excitation

p=input (‘Compute calibration values for Which platform: ');

of the device from an unknoWn state, i.e. some
unknoWn amount of charge Was still “left over” from

if P== ,

platform='Nissan Q451
echosta=[450 400 500 400]
echosto=[600 550 650 550]

the previous excitation, adding to the charge stored on
the device during current excitation, and most probably

else if p==2,

platform='F15O Truck8'
echosta=[550 450 550 650]
echosto=[700 600 700 800]

exciting the transducer in a slightly different manner
and thus obtaining a slightly different echo response in
return.

55

platfOrrn='UNKNOWN PLATFORM! ! !'

4. Use on Other Devices: The monitoring circuit and

echosta=[1 1 1 1]
echosto=[1 1 1 1]

softWare compensation algorithm of the invention can
be used on a Wide variety of commercial devices, such

end

as cameras, binoculars, ultrasonic diagnostic devices,
and measuring devices equipped With US range ?nders,

b=input('Variable b:');

such as interior ultrasound electronic measures.

5. Temperature Sensing. Since the temperature vs capaci
tance curve is determined for a particular transducer

circuit of the invention, changes in capacitance during
operation can be monitored to provide a temperature
value that can be output to a display device or memory
storage unit as a measured temperature.

a=input (‘Variable a: ');

mf=input('Module ?le: ','s');
command=['load ' mf];

eval(command);
N=length(MODULE);
for i=1:N,
modlistname=[' mod’ numZstr (MODULE(i)

dispc 1);
disp ( [I Results f or ' modlistname

US 6,314,380 B1
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—continued

—continued

APPENDIX (Exhibits A-D)

APPENDIX (Exhibits A-D)

plot(ME');

diSP(
');
[L,CC]=readlist(modlistname);

subplot(212);

L
disp('Vmon(us1,us2,us3,us4) — — — Echo(us1,us2,us3,us4)');

[r, c] =siZe (L)

modvm=[ ];
modem=[ ];

10

draWnoW;
for i=1:length(a),
for j=1:length(b),

P=[a(i)b(i)0]

for m=1:r,

us=readaos3us(L(m,:));

(sn,ma,mi]=an14f(desired, ME, MV, msta, msto, smaX,

smin, p);

[rr, cc] =siZe (us) ;

SN (i, j, k) =mean (sn)

usbb=bbt(us,fc,fs);
[usr,usc]=size(usbb);
uscnt=1;

MA (i, ,j, k)=mean(ma);
MI (i, ,j, k)=mean(mi);

15
end

for usi=1:usr/4,
for usj=1:4,

disp(['File: ' F(k,:) ' IndeX: ' num2str(i)]);

vm(uscnt)=maX(usbb(uscnt,vmsta(usj):vmsto(usj)));
em(uscnt)=maX(usbb(uscnt,echosta(usj):echosto(usj)));

end
end

uscnt=uscnt+1;

save ab SN MA MI a b

end

20

end

vm=round(mean(reshape(vm,4,rr/4)'));
em=round(mean(reshape(em,4,rr/4)'));
VM=[VM; vm];
EM=[EM; em];
modvm=[modvm; vm];
modem=[modem; em];

% Use this function to compute the scaled data based on vmon info, and
% compute and return the standard deviation betWeen desired and actual.

a=P(1);
b=P(2);
25

for
% i=1:4,
determine scale factor

bscale(i) = desired (i)/mean (ME (i, msta:msto) );

disp([num2str(vm) ' ——— 'num2str(em)]);

end

end

mvm (i, :) =round (mean (modvm)

%

mem(i,:)=round(mean(modem));

for i=1:4,

end

determine 3rd parameter...
c(i) = 1 —a*mean(MV (i, msta:msto)) A 2 —b*mean (MV (i, msta:

disp <v v;

msto));

30

end

disp ( [ ' Desired echo for ' platform ' :

disp <v v;

%

des=round
disp
(des); (mean

for i=1:4,
MES (i, :) = ME (i, :) *bscale (i);

disp <v v;

scale data (initial scale) . . .

end

for i=1:N,

35

disp ( [ 'Bscale for module ' num2str (MODULE

Bscale(i, :)=des./mem (i, :) ;
disp(Bscale(i, :

%

scale data (vmon scale) . . .

for i=1:4,
MESS(i, :) =MES(i, :) . *vscale2 (MV (i, :) , [a b c

' : ' ]) ;

for i=1:N,

ma= (maX(MESS') —desired) ./desired*100;

disp PC f or module I num2str (MODULE

' : ' ]) ;

C (i, =1 —a*mvm (i, :) . A 2 -b*mvm (i, :);

40

disp (0 (i, a) ;

mi= (min(MESS') —desired) ./desired*100;
function s=vscale2 (vmon,p,smaX,smin)
% function s=vscale2(vmon,p,smaX,smin)

end

s=polyval(p,vmon);

EXHIBIT B

for

%

ganl.m

%

program used to compute a and b by looking at the minimum average 45 end

%

error in standard deviation betWeen desired and actual.

%

(once completed, use ganldisp.m to generate statistics and actual

%

values for a and b).
'

.

.

%
50

ganldisp.m

[da, db, d] =siZe (SN)

dispc v;

'mod09h'

'mod10h' ;

if s(i)>smaX, s(i)=smaX;end
if s(i)<smin, s(i)=smin;end

% use this program to display values for a and b computed With ganl.m
load ab

.

'mod05h'
'mod08h'

i=1:length(s),

EXHIBIT C

F=[ 'mod01h' ; . . .
'mod04h'

], smaX,smin);

end
sn=std (MESS') . /mean (MESS') *100;

;

end

.

.

.

.

.

disp (‘Minimum standard deviation of scaled echo over temperature

pro?le:');
m=Zeros (length(a), length(b));
meana=0;

a=linspace
[r, c] =siZe (0.5e —7, 10e —7, 300);

b=linspace (—15e-3, 0, 305);

55

desired=[3000 5000 3500 2500]
smaX=2;

meanb=0;
for i=1:d,

[value,locb]=min(min(SN(:,:,i)));
(value,loca]=min(min(SN(:,:,i)'));

smin=0.5;
msta=5;
msto=14;
for k=1:r,

command=['load' F(k,:)];
eval(command);

string=['
' MinSTD:
IndeXB:
IndeXA:
' num2str(locb)
' num2str(SN(loca,locb,i))];
' num.2str(loca)
' b: ' ' a:'
num2str(b(locb))
num2str(a(loca))

60

disp(string);
m=m+SN(:,:,i);
meana=meana+a(loca);
meanb=meanb+b(locb);

clear ME MV

for tX=1:4,

ME(tX,:)=med?lt(me(tX,:),3);
MV(tX,:)=med?lt(mv(tX,:),3);
end
subplot(211);

end

m=m/d;
65 meana=meana/d;
meanb=meanb/d;
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—continued

—continued

APPENDIX (Exhibits A-D)

APPENDIX (Exhibits A-D)

diSP(' ');

SoftWare Notes

disp([' MeanA: ' num2str(meana) ' MeanB: ' num2str(meanb)]);

dispc v;

Run-time ultrasound data calibration needs to be implemented through the

folloWing steps:
#de?ne enorm
disp(['MeanA(matriX): ' num2str(a(loca)) ' MeanB(matriX): '

num2str(b(locb))

/* TBD */

#de?ne a
10 #de?ne b

EXHIBIT D

/* TBD; hardWare generation dependent*/
/* TBD; hardWare generation dependent*/

#de?ne

/* TBD; module and transducer dependent —

calibration memory space*/
Procedure to Utilize and Calibrate Modules using Voltage Monitor
Information. Note: This document contains application engineering

tasks (labeled AE), softWare tasks (labeled SW), datataker tasks (labeled
DT), and algorithm tasks (labeled AG).
Steps:

#de?ne Bscale[..] /* TBD; module and transducer dependent —
calibration memory space
#de?ne maXs 2

15 #de?ne mins 0.5
i=1

Acquire Ultrasound RF-data for transducer i (usrfdata_i).

Build up as many functional AOS modules for a particular platform as

possible (minimum 6), out?tted With ultrasound transducers Whose pulse

Baseband Ultrasound RF-data for transducer i usbbdataii =

echo tolerance is 110% off of a previously de?ned transducer

bbt(usrfdataii,50e3,156e3).

speci?cation.

Compute voltageimonitor amplitude: VMAii maXivalue

(usbbdataii(1:90)).

Collect calibration stand data for each module at 200 C. 12° C., and 30%
RH 13% RH: Pchost —r —burst 1, 10, 1 ?lename.dat; Where ?lename is

Compute scale factor s(i = a*(VMAii)2 + b*VMAii + c(i).

divided as folloWs: (C][2 digit module number)[2 digit month][2 digit
day][A: am, P:pm].dat.
Upload this data periodically on to the appropriate directory on the
server). Repeat this procedure for all modules at least tWice a day.
Determine the “desired” pulse-echo response (DPER) for each transducer
number across all modules by computing the mean of the target echo
amplitude for each transducer across all modules — “actual” pulse echo

response (APER)..

if s(i)<mins, s(i)=mins;
Acquire temperature information and compute LNEW
Scale Baseband Ultrasound data for transducer i by Bscale(i): usbbdatasii
= usbbdataii * Bscale(i).

25 Scale Baseband Ultrasound data for transducer i by s(i): usbbdatassii =
usbbdatasii * s(i).
Scale Baseband Ultrasound data for transducer i by enorm: usbbdatasssii

Note #1: Ideally, the target echo amplitude for each transducer number

= usbbdatassii * enorm. Temperature —compensate Baseband Ultrasound

across all modules Will be Within 110% of the mean for any particular
transducer number.
Note #2: If signi?cant variations from the mean eXist in pulse-echo
response for a particular transducer in a particular module, determine the

data for transducer i (usbbdatasssii).
Repeat for all other transducers...

cause and possibly replace the transducer.
Note #3: The “desired” pulse-echo response is module, vehicle platform,

usbbdatasssii.

calibration stand, and transducer dependent, and is determined

Note #3: All diagnostic values need to be computed from TBD.

(These steps complete the ultrasound pre-processing procedure.)
Note #1: All features and motion values need to be computed from
Note #2: All blocked values need to be computed from TBD.

empirically.
Compute ?rst set of parameters — Bscale (module and transducer

dependent) (AG):

35

NOTICE: This correspondence chart or parts list is provided

For module = 1 to N,
For transducer = 1 to 4,

for informational purposes only. It is not a part of the of?cial
Patent Application, and is to be deleted at the time of
issuance.

Bscale (module, transducer) = DPER (transducer)/

APER (module, transducer)
End
End
Note #1: Each AOS module Will have a set of 4 Bscale parameters (one
for each transducer); these values are determined once at calibration, and
even though are module dependent, do not change. The Bscale parameters

PARTS LIST

(?oating point numbers, between 0 and 2) should be programmed into the
calibration
Note #2: Each
memory
vehicle
space
platform
of each
Will
module
have a set of 4 ?Xed “desired”

45

ADC

Analog-to-digital converter

CU

Transducer capacitance

pulse-echo response values, determined once.
Obtain second set of parameters — [a, b] (circuit board-transducer

C1
C2

First VM capacitor
Second VM capacitor

interaction dependent) (AE and/or AG):

Cc1
Cc2

First coupling capacitor
Second coupling capacitor

Gd
MUX

Ground
2 to 1 multipleXer

R1
R2

First bias resistor
Second bias resistor

Note #1: Each AOS module Will have the same set of [a, b] parameters. as
long as the same generation hardWare (circuit board and transducers) are

used during module assembly.
Note #2: the parameter set (a , b] should be programmed into the
Compute
calibrationthe
memory
third set
space
of parameters
of each module
— [c] (module and transducer

T

Electrostatic US transducer

dependent) (AG):

TCOMP

Compensated US input signal to AOS

USIN

Multiplexed signal

For module = 1 to N,
For transducer = 1 to 4,
c (module, transducer) = 1 — a * VMA (module,

55 USOUT

US transducer signal voltage
USVMON Voltage monitor output signal

VU

Supply Voltage

Vb

Bias Voltage

End
Note #1: Each AOS module Will have a set of 4 [ c ] parameters (one for

VM

Capacitive divider or voltage monitor

1

US compensation apparatus

each transducer); these values are determined once at calibration, and even

2a,b
3a

Lines from T to MUX
Line from line 2 to C1

3b,c

Lines from C1 to C2

transducer)2 — b * VMA (module, transducer)

End

though are module dependent, do not change. The [c] parameters
(?oating point numbers, between 0 and 100) should be programmed into
the
Notecalibration
#2: Calibration
memory
stand
space
dataofcontains
each module
VMA (voltage monitor

3d

Line from C2 to Gd

6

Line from MUX to ADC

amplitude) information.

7

Multiplexer control algorithm

Program/“flash” each module With its corresponding values for Bscale.

8

Line from ADC to 10

[c], and [a,b]. (AE and/or SW).
These steps conclude the module calibration procedure.

65 10
11

US echo signal compensation means
Line from 10 to 30
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5. A capacitive divider sub-circuit as in claim 1, wherein:
a) said ultrasound electrostatic transducer circuit is oper
ated in communication with an ultrasound echo signal
processing means into which said ultrasound output

-continued
PARTS LIST

15
20

Calibration coe?icients
Conventional automotive occupancy system AOS Processor

30
40

US feature extraction means
Classi?cation means

50

Conventional airbag deployment system ADS

60

Max value VMON for envelope

70

Envelope

300

Off-line temperature calibration

302

304

Build N sample AOS units including temperature compensat
ing apparatus of the invention
Measure voltage monitor output (VMON) and echo amplitude

306

calibration temperature range (see FIGS. 6A and B).
Compute a and b parameters for each unit (see Eq. 2)

signal is input;
b) said echo signal processing means has a maximum

usable input signal magnitude; and
c) the capacitances of said ?rst and second capacitors are
selected so that the magnitude of said voltage monitor
10

does not substantially exceed said maximum usable

input signal magnitude.
6. A capacitive divider sub-circuit as in claim 5, wherein:

(USIN) as a function of temperature for each unit for

303
311
307

Calculate “standard” a and b as average of a and b values

308

Store in Processor Unit

315
316

Off-line “desired echo amplitude” selection
Build M sample AOS units including temperature compensat
ing apparatus of the invention
Measure echo amplitude (USIN) at a standard temperature

15

computed for sample units

317
318
319
320

322

for each unit
Calculate “standard” echo amplitude (USING) as average of
USIN values measured for M sample units
Store in Processor Unit
On-line hardware calibration

324

Build production AOS unit including temperature compensat
ing apparatus of the invention
Measure voltage monitor output (VMON) and echo amplitude

326

(USIN) for each transducer at room temperature
Compute c and Bscale parameters for each transducer

328

Store a and b (pre-calibrated values), and c, and Bscale,

330
332

(speci?c to unit/transducer), into AOS non-volatile memory
Run-time echo signal compensation
Install AOS unit including temperature compensating

334

apparatus of the invention
Measure voltage monitor output (VMON) for each transducer

20

338

yield compensated US echo signal TCOMP(t) (see Eq. 4)
340

for transmitting ultrasound pulses and receiving ultrasound
25

mitting an ultrasound transducer output signal from said
ultrasound echo return features for occupancy state

classi?cation, the improvement comprising:
a) a voltage scaling sub-circuit connected to said trans
ducer circuit to produce a voltage monitor signal in a

voltage monitor signal line;
35

40

signal substantially compensated for the effects of

e) said scaled ultrasound output signal being transmitted
from said compensation means to said feature extrac
45

tion means.

8. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system in
claim 7, wherein said voltage monitor signal includes a

transmitting ultrasound pulses and receiving ultrasound
echo returns, said transducer circuit producing an ultrasound
transducer output signal in a ultrasound signal output line, a

scaled representation of said ultrasound transducer output

signal during said ultrasound pulse transmission.

capacitive divider sub-circuit improvement comprising:
50

9. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system in

claim 8, wherein:
a) said voltage scaling sub-circuit includes a capacitive
divider sub-circuit coupled to said transducer circuit to

(b) a voltage signal output line electrically connected
between said ?rst and said second capacitor to produce
a transducer voltage monitor output signal during trans
ducer circuit operation.
2. A capacitive divider sub-circuit as in claim 1, wherein
said voltage monitor output signal is used to measure the
capacitance of said transducer.
3. A capacitive divider sub-circuit as in claim 1, wherein
said voltage monitor output signal is used to measure the
variation in the sensitivity of said transducer due to variation
in the temperature of said transducer.
4. A capacitive divider sub-circuit as in claim 1, wherein
said voltage monitor output signal is used to compensate for
variation in the sensitivity of said transducer due to variation
in the temperature of said transducer.

b) a compensation means;
c) said ultrasound signal output line and said voltage
monitor signal line each connecting to and transmitting
its respective signal to said compensation means;
d) said compensation means scaling the amplitude of said
ultrasound output signal in response to said voltage
monitor signal to produce a scaled ultrasound output
variation in the temperature of said transducer; and

and occupancy classi?cation means

(a) a ?rst capacitor and a second capacitor electrically
connected in series between said ultrasound signal
output line and ground; and

echo returns and an ultrasound signal output line for trans
sensor circuit to a feature extraction means for extracting

Transmit TCOMP(t) to conventional AOS feature extraction

What is claimed is:
1. In an ultrasound electrostatic transducer circuit for

tiZing level; and
c) said maximum usable input signal magnitude is said
maximum digitizing level.
7. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system

(see FIG. 5)
Compute scaling factor Sglobal for each transducer from a, b
and c and Bscale (see Eqs. 2,5)
Scale US echo input signal USIN(t) for each transducer to

a) said ultrasound echo signal processing means includes
automotive occupancy sensing (AOS) electronics hav
ing an analog-to-digital converter for digitizing said
ultrasound transducer output signal; and
b) said analog-to-digital converter has a maximum digi

having an ultrasound electrostatic transducer sensor circuit

(see Eq. 3,5)

336

output signal during said transmitted ultrasound pulses

55

60

produce said voltage monitor signal; and
b) said capacitive divider sub-circuit includes:
i) a ?rst capacitor and a second capacitor electrically
connected in series between said ultrasound signal
output line and ground, and
ii) said voltage monitor signal line electrically con
nected between said ?rst and said second capacitors

to produce said voltage monitor signal.
10. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system as

in claim 9, wherein:

a) said ultrasound signal output line and said voltage
65

monitor signal line are combined in a multiplexer to

form a multiplex signal containing both ultrasound

signal data and voltage monitor signal data;

US 6,314,380 B1
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b) said multiplex signal is transmitted to said compensa

sound electrostatic transducer circuit for transmitting ultra
sound pulses and receiving ultrasound echo returns, said
transducer circuit producing an ultrasound transducer output
signal in a ultrasound signal output line, comprising in any

tion means; and

c) said compensation means includes means for separately

detecting and processing said ultrasound signal data
and said voltage monitor signal data.

operative order:
a) measuring the amplitude of said ultrasound transducer
output signal during said transmitted ultrasound pulses;

11. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system as

in claim 10, Wherein:
a) said automotive occupancy sensor system includes an

and

analog-to-digital converter;

b) scaling the amplitude of said ultrasound transducer

b) said multipleX signal is transmitted to said analog-to
digital converter and converted to a digital multipleX

signal; and
c) said digital multiplex signal is transmitted to said
compensation means.
15
12. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system as

in claim 11, Wherein:
a) said analog-to-digital converter has a maXimum digi

output signal in response to said measured amplitude of
said ultrasound transducer output signal to produce a
scaled ultrasound transducer output signal that is sub
stantially compensated for the effects of variation the
sensitivity of said transducer due to variation in the
temperature of said transducer circuit.
16. A method of compensation as in claim 15, Wherein:

a) said measuring step includes measuring the amplitude

tiZing level; and

of said ultrasound transducer output signal by means of

b) the capacitances of said ?rst and second capacitors are
selected so that the magnitude of said voltage monitor

a capacitive divider sub-circuit connected to said trans

ducer circuit to produce a voltage monitor signal;
b) said voltage monitor signal includes a scaled transducer

signal during said transmitted ultrasound pulses does
not substantially eXceed said maXimum digitiZing level.
13. An improved automotive occupancy sensor system as
in claim 7, Wherein said compensation means includes a 25

voltage signal during said ultrasound pulse transmis
sion.

17. Amethod of compensation as in claim 16, comprising
the steps of:

computer usable medium having computer readable pro
gram code means embodied thereon for carrying out a

compensation algorithm to scale the amplitude of said
ultrasound signal output in response to said voltage monitor

a) combining said voltage monitor signal and said ultra

signal output.

sound transducer output signal to produce a combined
signal; said combined signal includes at least:

14. A method of compensation for the effects of
temperature-dependenlt variation in sensitivity of an ultra
sound electrostatic transducer sensor circuit for transmitting

i) voltage monitor signal information during said trans
mitted pulse; and
ii) ultrasound transducer output signal information dur

ultrasound pulses and receiving ultrasound echo signals,
comprising in any operative order:
a) providing a capacitive divider sub-circuit connected to
said sensor circuit to produce a voltage output signal

during said ultrasound pulse transmission;
b) measuring the amplitude of said voltage output signal
of said capacitive divider sub-circuit; and
c) scaling the amplitude of said ultrasound echo signal in
response to said voltage output signal to produce a
scaled ultrasound echo signal output substantially com
pensated for the effects of variation in the temperature
of said transducer.
15. A method of compensation for the effects of
temperature-dependent variation in sensitivity of an ultra

35

ing said received ultrasound echo returns

b) digitiZing said combined signal to produce a digital
combined signal

c) separately detecting said voltage monitor signal infor
mation and said ultrasound transducer output signal
information from said digital combined signal.
18. A method of compensation as in claim 17, Wherein

said combining step includes combining said signals by
multipleX sWitching to produce a signal in Which said
voltage monitor signal information alternates With said
ultrasound transducer output signal information.

